RUNNING SPRINGS RANCH LAVENDER
Triskele Organics

ENLIVEN: “give life or spirit to”. To make vigorous or active, invigorate. Animate, vivify, quicken, uplift, vitalize, restore, revive, rejuvenate, re-energize.
The Back Story:
A year before lavender was even an idea in my husband’s mind, I had a dream. An actual, very lucid dream in
which I was shown the transformative energy of Azeztulite by one of the Azez. In the dream this tall and gorgeous young man stood in front of me with his palms up, holding two large, smooth, white opalescent discs
the size of this hands. There was a telepathic inquiring about whether I’d like to experience them to which I
readily agreed. I closed my eyes and he stepped toward me, reaching his arms around me and placing the stones
against my lower back. I immediately felt a truly indescribable flood of love and acceptance and joy and peace
unlike I’ve felt before or since. It was truly heaven. I don’t know how long I was in this state, but on awakening,
I was very curious to know who this was and what those stones were! Walking past a bookshelf, I noticed the
“Book Of Stones” and thought perhaps I could find something similiar to the stones in my dream. As I set the
book down on a table, it fell open to a chapter called “Azeztulite Awakening”. Tears began to flow as I read and
deeply understood that I had experienced the Azez and the amazing power of Azeztulite.
At the time, sending an email to Robert Simmons, author of the Book of Stones telling him about the dream
seemed a bit crazy but I felt strongly that that’s exactly what I should do. To my amazement he responded immediately with a confirmation that he too believed that was exactly what had happened.
I have some faciilty with channeling which immediately opened further and in the days and months that followed I began to receive messages directly from the Azez themselves. Naturally wanting to get my hands on
some Azeztulite as soon as possible, I was told to be patient as things unfolded and that the stones would “come
to me”.
Synchroncities started to happen in rapid succession, the first being that some Azeztulite did arrive at my
doorstep through a friend who had just returned from the Tucson Gem Show and had visited the Heaven and
Earth shop. Working with this first stone opened my mind and body to being able to feel the energies coming
from Azeztulite, along with many other stones already in my possession.
Lavender:
A year later, in October of 2015 at the beginning of our forward lean into becoming lavender farmers, the
words “Enlivened Lavender” came through to me very clearly during a meditation transmission. Although I
wasn’t sure what that meant, I was given to understand that acquiring more Azeztulite for placement around
the fields was the first step. I looked at the stones on the Heaven and Earth website and saw that the Azeztulite
Azozeo labyrinth stones were available. I began looking at the smaller sized stones as they were what I could
afford at the time. The Satyaloka Clear and Himalayan Gold both felt like what was wanted.
I sent another email to Robert explaining our decision to become lavender farmers and the guidance for enlivening. I asked if he would consider a discounted price on an order of 20 to 30 stones. Robert wrote back immediately saying he loved the idea of Enlivened Lavender and doing alchemy with the stones and soil. He also
said he’d be happy to offer a discount but wanted to make me aware that the larger stones were much stronger
and better for this purpose and that he would give me a very low price to accommodate my needs and budget!
Several days later I received a message from a team member at Heaven and Earth who asked me to let her know
how many of which stones I required as Robert (who was living in New Zealand) happened to be in Vermont
and wanted to choose the stones personally! In meditation I asked for the number of Azeztulite stones and the
dollar figure I should pay. I was given 18 stones, nine Satyaloka Clear & nine Himalaya Gold.
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When I returned the call and “happened” to get Robert on the phone, we had a wonderful chat about the Azez
and what I hoped to achieve at Running Springs. He confirmed that he wanted to personally choose the stones
and that they’d be grapefruit to cantaloupe size - an incredibly generous gift for the amount of money I had to
spend!
25. January. 2016: I received the Azeztulite stones from Robert Simmons today. They arrived in two large
plastic buckets - one containing the Satyaloka Clear stones and one containing the Himalaya Golds. The buckets were so heavy I couldn’t lift them and the energy was palpable even before I opened them up. They are the
most amazing stones I’ve ever been around. The energy is indescribably high; suffice it to say it’s difficult to
focus and stay grounded.
Tonight I placed the stones around the house, concentrating seven of them in the bedroom. The atmosphere is
the epitome of “soupy”, but I hope to be able to adjust to their vibration quickly. I Am so blessed!
26. January. 2016: I have no recollection of what transpired during the night, but I awoke slightly disorieinted with a feeling that the energy was getting to be too much and moved the Azeztulite outside onto the deck
overlooking the future lavender fields.
The stones stayed there for most of the day, but as evening approached I was guided to put them on the ground,
in contact with the earth. Not wanting to distribute them yet as the fields haven’t been tilled, I arranged all
18 stones into the shape of a large heart. Sitting in the center you get a very obvious feeling of heightened
frequencies of love and peace and joy.
I received this transmission: “We are present with thee and as thou can feel, are making allowed adjustments
so our vibrational fields may merge. The one called Caladreon steps forward in greeting; ‘Thank you for receiving Our gift of Love. The stones sent to you are quite powerful and will enliven not only the
lavender, but other plants and humans as well.’
All stones will not necessarily be placed permanently. Some may move from one position to another - please
be aware of guidance on this. Araya* is well pleased and is happily communing with them. The Devas are joyfully in awe and wish you to know of their deep gratitude for delivering them here. They eagerly await further
developments.
As to placement: meditate inside the heart shape holding a diagram of both the lavender fields as well as the
house and barn as some may find their way there. This method will allow you to see more easily the sacred
geometric shapes that are most desirable.”
*Note: Araya Melicana Sophia is a Goddess of Light, currently focused at Running Springs. This is another
story of dreams and magic in and of itself!
27. January. 2016: Alan came in tonight with a crystal-laced rock he’d found near the barn. He asked if he
could include it in the Azeztulite heart even though it “wasn’t as important”. As I held it in my right hand I
distinctly heard this: “We are of equal importance as we are the ones who are rising.” As we’ve been told, the
Azeztulite stones are activators of all the crystals in the Earth as aid to the planetary Light Grid and the Ascension of the Earth.
12. February. 2016: During a channeling today, this was the message: “Just as there are steps in the preparation of the land, so it is for the Enlivening. One step at a time. The Azez are present always and you will work
specifically with the stones in different ways along the process. We encourage you to go deeply into the heart
within the heart for further directions. We imbue thee and this place with Our Love and infinite prosperity.
The Light expands, ALL IS WELL!”
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Note: I understood “going into the heart of the heart” to mean sitting in the Azeztulite heart formation during
meditation. I did this and received what can only be described as “adjustments” to my body and energetic field
to allow higher vibrational frequencies to come through with clarity.
13. February. 2016: Today was gorgeous, sunny and mild. Alan had run some errands and I was alone on the
land. I sat with a bottle of Star Essence elixir and did a short meditation requesting that I be clear and open to
all guidance, along with feeling tremendous gratitude at this incredible opportunity. Holding a small piece of
Azeztulite and the elixir, I randomly walked the future lavender fields with a diagram of them in hand, marking
the location of where I was making small triangles on the ground with drops of the tincture.
I started at the top of the upper field, making several drop/triangle stops, then continuing on to the lower field.
I stayed fairly close to the perimeter and then the prompting for placement became even more random and
wandering. I ended the walk by placing a much larger triangle of drops in the center of the lower field and also
in the center of the upper field. When I finished and sat down to rest, I looked at the diagram I’d been marking
and even though I didn’t drop them in a particular order, I could now see that in both fields the dots formed a
large spiral.
Spring & Summer 2016
The fields are plowed and amended, deer fencing is up, drip lines run, weed barrier put in place and finally,
in May, planted wth lavender! Ten thousand baby plants of several lavender varietals, covering four acres. We
blessed them with each planting, calling on Goddess Sophia, Goddess Gaia, the Azez, Ascended Masters, Angels,
the powers of Nature, the Devas and all Beings of Light who wished to participate to come forward and enhance
their growth. During the month it took to get all the plants in the ground, the majority of the Azeztulite stones
surrounded the plants that were still in containers in front of the barn.
After planting was complete, I asked to be guided as to placement of the Azeztulite. I found that holding each
of the stones individually would very soon guide me as to where that particular stone wished to be placed. This
ended up being primarily around the outer edges of the fields with several stones clustered together on the
upper field which looks down on the largest parcel.
Throughout the rest of this year and through the winter of 2017, I carried on with further instructions from
the Azez about stone placement (moving stones to various locations) along with notes for blessings on the
land.
Spring & Summer 2017
We’d been told it would take two to three years before our plants would be big enough to harvest and so found
ourselves completely unprepared when in the Spring of 2017 we realized we had a very lush four acres of plants
that needed harvesting! Two people who’ve been in the lavender business for 25+ years came to take a look and
said if they didn’t know better, they wouldn’t have believed these were first year plants.
So we harvested. People came from many unexpected places to help us get through it all and get it done we did.
Such abundance! We filled part of the barn with hanging bundles to dry, we stripped the dried stalks, yielding
140 pounds of buds and a lavender farmer who had made his own still for steam distillation came to our aid
and helped us distill essential oil from the fresh cuttings. It was a crazy roller coaster of a spring and summer
with a learning curve that felt more like a rocket ship, but we slid into Fall amazed at how magically it had all
came together.
22. October. 17
Today I was guided to play my singing bowls near the top of the Block G field. I configured three of them in a
triangle with pieces of Azeztulite placed in between each bowl. I sat with my body in line with the bottom of
the triangle.
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As I finished playing, this came in: Focus on the crystalline structure of all things and witness the Oneness.
Above and below and within. I Am Here. I placed my hands on the ground on either side of me and “saw” the
Azez (which appear to me as large columns of brilliant crystalline white Light) rising from each stone in the
field, including those in the barn near where the hydrosol is being stored and in the house near the essential
oil. The containers all glowed with a bright Light from within. The plants in the fields “grew” with Light; and
so did everything else.
21. April. 18
Today I took my notebook to the edge of the field to sit with some of the Azeztulite and meditate. Closing my
eyes, it didn’t take long before I could “see” people who’d come to learn about Enlivening gathered here. I asked
them to station themselves, one person at the top and one person at the bottom of each row, sitting down with
their hands flat on the ground beside them.
I then saw one of the Azez stationed about six feet behind each person, flooding Light through the heart chakra
of the person in front of them and as it passed through, it split into two beams; one sweeping down into the
earth and one staying about six feet above the plants. This happened on both ends of the row simultaneously,
with the beams combining and continuing to the opposite end of the row, connecting with the person at the
other end. This continuous, uninterrupted flow of Light floods into the plants from above and is soaked up
by the roots below. The people hold this posture for approximately 3 to 5 minutes and then move to the next
row.
I’m being told I’ll be writing a book and teaching this unfolding Enlivening process in the years to come - to
people who grow food (of course!) and that people from around the world will want to visit us and see this for
themselves.
Spring and Summer 2018
In our second year, once again we have plants that have grown beyond expectations. The harvest is abundant
and while we have lost contact with the man who helped us distill last year, we were very blessed with a young
couple who own a brand new 100 gallon still and have an indepth knowledge of essential oils. They brought
with them a wonderful woman, Julia Fischer who’s been an aromatherapist for 30 years and who has a deep
scientific interest in why certain oils and molecules work the way they do. The three of them carefully took
samples of every batch of essential oil distilled and had all the samples lab tested through Eden Botanicals,
where Julia currently works. The results were better than we could’ve imagined.
In an email from Julia: “...your Royal Velvet (one of our two main varietals) contains the most linalool in our
collection, with a broader spread between linalool to linalyl acetate and very low camphor. Linalool is an important calming and antimicrobial monoterpene alchohol in aromatherapy and a central molecule in natural
perfumery.
...Camphor is very important in wound healing, pain relief and clearing mucous from the lungs. Your Grosso
has a very high camphor content that I find extremely useful in aromatherapy.” In fact, on the comparison
testing document she provided, when compared to testing done on oils from Oregon, France, Italy, Bulgaria
and Spain, ours was the highest.
Everyone, people with years of lavender experience and people who can barely identify the smell, are enamored
with this oil and here’s why; the lavender and hence it’s essential oil and hydrosol, is truly enlivened.
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This is what I’ve come to understand about the process of experiencing Enlivened Lavender:
When someone inhales the aroma, it bypasses any possibility of mental judgement and goes straight thru
the sinuses and into the pineal gland and on into the brain causing an opening that allows more Light than
usual to flow in - enhancing and enlivening aspects of this person’s vibrational life that anyone outside of they
themselves wouldn’t necessarily grasp.
l

People don’t need to understand what’s happening, the benefit occurs organically and automatically, that’s
the beauty of it.
l

Neurologically, the oil and aroma affects the human body by causing the body to relax and soften. You don’t
have to believe anything one way or another, it simply does it’s job. A relaxed body, improved brain function
and emotional respite turning into a feeling of peace.
l

Short term or long term use, I’ve experienced the effects and watched them in other people dear to me. Life
becoming more ease-filled and opening up in unexpected ways. We do ineed have something that’s grown nowhere else in the world!
l

19. January. 19
Tonight I am here; a large piece of Azeztulite by my side which I occasionally reach out to rest my hand on
while I write. A much needed glorious rain is falling outside. There’s a crackling fire in the fireplace and my
little dogs are snuggled on the sofa at my feet. While it still feels like we’re at the beginning of this astonishing
journey, we have two year’s harvest of enlivened essential oil in storage with pieces of Azeztulite in close proximity as I’ve been told the enlivening process continues up until the moment it’s shipped. The website will be
completed in a few short weeks and then we’ll launch ourselves into the larger world. It feels like I am on the
cusp, no, the razor’s edge of falling into a new life - and I can’t wait.
—Stephny Wallace
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